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ABSTRACT

The prediction and prevention of
structure-borne sound on board merchant
ships are discussed.

Results of full-scale and model-
scale experiments have indicated that
the main power flow in the vertical
direction in a ship structure is
determined by ‘thepropagation of flexu-
ral waves in tbe plate elements. Based
on these results a prediction model is
developed. It is found that the velo-
city level of a deck is a function of
the input power at the source, wave-
numbers, masses, losses and dimensions
of the plate elements in tbe structure.
The attenuation of structure-borne
sound is also a function of frequency.
Predicted and measured structure-borne
sound levels are ..compared.

The effects of damping layers and
resiliently mounted superstructures
and accommodation systems are also
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years reconunen-
dations or regulations concerning
maximum permissible noise levels on
merchant ships have been issued by the
authorities in most countries. Some of
the recommendations are currently being
revised and are expected to be issued
as requirements. In ueneral tbe reuuired
noise ‘level in cabin~ is 60 dB (A).‘This
noise level can generally not be achieved
on small ships without noise reducing
measures. In Fig. 1 the distribution of
measured dB (A) levels in cabins on 15
randomly chosen ships is shown. The
ships -all below 20 000 tdw - are built
in Norway during 1976 and 19?7. The 60
dB (A) level is exceeded in 2/3 of the
cabins although noise reduction measures
have been considered on some of the
ships. The results shown in Fig. 1
emphasise the need for useful and
accurate noise prediction programs.

The ,putipo.se of a noise prediction
program is to make it possible already
at the design stage to estimate the
noise levels in a ship. If, say, the
initial design is found to be acousti-
cally insufficient, the effects of
improved sound insulation and general
arrangement can readily be calculated.
A noise prediction program can also
make it possible to find the most
economical solution to achieve a certain
noise requirement. Ideally, the prediction
of noise levels should be standard
procedure for every new construction.
To make this possible it is necessary
that the costs involved for using a
program are low.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of noise levels in
282 cabins on 15 randomly chosen
ships .

NOISE GENERATION
L

The noise situation on board a
ship is determined’‘by the sum of noise
contributed by the many’ and varied
forms of noise sources. Effective
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shipboard noise control therefore
requires identification and knowledge
of all significant noise sources.

The most important noise sources

are: main and auxiliary engines, propel-
ler, gear, casing and exhaust systems
including funnel, various pumps, ccxn-
pressors, hydraulic systems and fan

F equipment including air intakes and
outlets. In rooms containing noise
sources such as engines, fans or pumps
the sound pressure level is almost
entirely determined by airborne sound.
Methods to predict and reduce airborne
sound are well known and are extensively
treated in the literature. See for
example the references /1/ - /4/.
TYPical sOund reducing measures are
partitions, hoods, screens and scmnd
absorbing materials.

In accommodation spaces other than
those mentioned above, with the possi-
ble exception of rooms directly adjoin-
ing a source, the noise level is deter-
mined by structure-borne sound.

The term structure-borne sound
refers to structural vibrations in the
frequency range 16 - 20000 Hz. These
high frequency vibrations which are
well coupled to water and air, radiate
audible noise into these media.

Structure-borne sound is directly
induced by any mechanical force. The
mechanical power transmitted from a
source through its connection to the
foundation propagates into the str”c-
ture. The power can propagate in the
structure as flexural, longitudinal,
transverse and torsional waves. The
relative importance of these wave types
has been discussed In the references
/5/ -/8/.

The resulting energy flux is
attenuated as function of the distance
from the distrubance. The attenuation
depends on losses in the structure and
also on the number of obstructions or
discontinuities (decks, platforms,
frames ) in the propagation path. At the
receiving end - in for example a cabin -
the acoustical power radiated from a
structure depends on the velocity level
of and the material parameters and
dimensions of the structure. To make a
prediction of resulting noise levels in
an accommodation space possible, the
following quantities must be kno”n:

i) source strenqths
ii) transmission- properties of steel

structure
iii) radiation properties of structures

at the receiving end

These properties are further
discussed below.

Janssen and Buiten /9/ first formu-
lated general expressions for the calcu-
lation of noise levels induced by str”c-
ture-borne sound in acconmudation spaces
on board ships. Assume that the rms
velocity at the foundation of a source
is ~ (source) and the resulting rms
velocity of a deck is Lv (deck), then

Lv (deck) = Lv (source ) - F (1)

where the function F determines the
attenuation of structure-borne sound in
the path between source and receiver. F
is a function of the number of disconti -
nuities (decks, platforms, frames, etc. )
between source and receiver as discussed
below.

The structure-borne sound is trans-
mitted from the steel construction to
the floor, bulkheads and ceiling in the
cabin. The type of mounting of each
surface and its connection to the steel
construction determine the velocity
level difference, ALv, between the steel
deck and the radiating surf ace.

The velocity level Li of a radiating
surface can thus be written as:

Li = Lv(deck) - (ALv)i dB (2)

The sound pressure pi in a room
induced by one vibrating surface with
the area Si, velocity UL and radiation
ratio si can be written as:

4(OC)2 . uiz . Si . Si
Pi2 = A (3)

where PC is the acoustical impedance of
air and A the equivalent absorption area
(m2) in the room. The resulting sound
pressure level L i from one source and

Rone surface is t “s:

Lpi
= Li + 10 log (4 Si Si/A) dB (4)

The reference sound pressure in the
equation above is set to equal 20pPa.
The velocity level Li is given in dB re.
50 inn/s.

The total level Ltot in an acconuno-
dation space caused by all the surround-
ing radiating surfaces is for each
source determined through:

Ltot = 10 log [zIoLpi/lO1 dB (5)

The summation is made over all the
surfaces.

In every accommodation space the .

contributions from the various noise
sources are added logarithmically for
each of the nine octave bands starting
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at 32 HZ and ending at 8 kHz. The
resulting A-weighted sound level can
thereafter be calculated.

SOURCE STRENGTH

In order to define the strength of
a source it is in general sufficient to
determine the velocity level perpendi-

r cular to the plating at the foundation
of main and auxiliary engines, gear,
pumps, etc. and in the hull plating
above the propeller. Semi-empirical
formulae for the prediction of these
velocity levels have been formulated by
Janssen and Buiten /9/. Plunt /10/ has
later indicated that the velocity level
induced by main engines is well corre-
lated to the horsepower and rpm of the
engines. The importance of the impedance
of the engine foundation is now also
being investigated. So far the reliabi-
lity of the final results - i.e. the
noise levels in the accommodation
spaces - is however much improved if
the input data are based on direct
measurements. Access to a data bank is
therefore essential in order to make a
sufficiently accurate noise prediction
today .

For the determination of the
structure-borne sound induced by propel-

lers the existing empirical formulae are

less satisfactory /11/ than those for
engines. However, a combination of the
prediction formulae discussed in the
references /9/ and /12/ yield the best
agreement found so far between calculated
and measured velocity levels induced
above the propeller. The result can be
written as:

Lv (propeller) =

s c + 10 log (M.N) + 40 log D +

+3010g!J-2o10gf (6)

where M is the number of propellers, N
nuder of blades/propeller, D the pro-
peller diameter, w the rpm and f the
frequency. C is a constant. Work is,
however, in progress for the investiga-
tion of the importance of such parameters
as wakef ield, pitch, tip clearnnce,
plate dimensions, etc.

The relative importance of the main
sources has been discussed in ref. /13/.
The result is summarized in Fig. 2.

In certain cases it is possible to
reduce the noise level induced by a
source. For the auxiliary engines this
can be achieved if these are resiliently

Fig. 2.

Source
--------

Propeller

Propel ler

The

1- 1 2 3
1- 1 J

relative importance of noise sources as f“nctio”

“Non-cavitating” 32 - 2000 HZ

Cavitating 32 - 2000 HZ

Nedium Speed Diesel Engine 250 - 2000 HZ

Slow Speed Diesel Engine
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mounted. In ref. /14/ the possibility of
mounting the main engines resiliently is
discussed. Propeller-induced structure-
borne sound can on small ships be reduced
by Ineans of a compliant layer on tbe
hull above the propeller /15/. Visco-
elastic layers at the foundation of
small sources such as pumps can yield
very good results /16/.

r PROPAGATION

The structure-borne sound induced
in a ship structure by propeller, main
and auxiliary engines is transmitted as
longitudinal, torsional, transverse and
flexural waves. These wave types are
coupled. If for example a pure flexural
wave impinges on a junction, other wane
tYPeS are induced. At the receiving end
of the transmission line only tbe flex”-
ral waves need to be considered. The
reason is of course that other wave
tYPes are weakly coupled to the sound
field in a room.

Measurements reported by Kihlman
and Plunt, /17/ and /18/, indicate that
the velocity levels perpendicular and
parallel to the shell can be of the same
magnitude. If this inplane motion of the
shell is caused by longitudinal waves
traveling in the vertical direction,
these waves - rather than the flexural
waves - would determine the velocity
level perpendicular to the plating of a
deck. On the other band, if the inplane
motion is determined by transverse waves
induced by the relative vertical motion
of the frames, then the flexural waves
would be of the greatest importance. The
magnitude and the’direction of the
energy flux of the various inplane waves
remain to be fully investigated.

If all wave types were to be in-
cluded in a propagation model the re-
sulting computations would be very
complex. In general it is therefore
assumed that one wave motion dominates
and determines the power flow in tbe
structure.

One of the first propagation models
/9/ was developed by Janssen and Buiten
in 1973. This semi-empirical method was
originally developed for passenger
ships . In the model it is assumed that
the attenuation of structure-borne
sound, induced by a source on the tank
top, is 5 dB for each of the first four
decks or platforms. For the subsequent
decks the attenuation is set to be 2
dB/deck. For certain types of ships the
model yields very good or acceptable
results at least as regards the result-
ing dB (A) levels in the accommodation
spaces. However, for other classes of
ships very large discrepancies between
measured and predicted velocity levels
have been observed. Full-scale measure-
ments of the attenuation of struct”re-

borne sound have been reported by Buiten
/19/, Kihlman and Plunt /17/ and Suhara
/20/ among others. These results indicate
that the attenuation of structure-borne
sound over a discontinuity like a deck
is a function of frequency and also of
the geometry of the steel structure.

The propagation of flexural waves
in a plate coupled to parallel frames
has been investigated by Fahy a“d Lind-
quist /5/. In the paper it is concluded
that the frames act like wave guides,
i.e. the power injected into a plate
element is mainly contained by the
frames. Above the cut-off frequency the
energy flux in the plate is much greater
than in tbe frames. This conclusion is
confirmed in /6/.

The transverse bending motion of a
plate connected to a frame is not possi-
ble without longitudinal waves being
induced in the plate. This is discussed
in /6/. The velocity level of the inplane
waves is however much lower than that of
the flexural waves. This implies that
the velocity le”el of the inplane waves
in a ship structure is not, as sometimes
proposed, caused by the bending of tbe
entire structure.

The Statistical Energy Analysis
(SEA) /21/ is often suggested to be a
suitable method for the prediction of
the transmission of a structure-borne
sound in ships. The SEA method is,
however, generally used on structures
less complicated than a ship. Further,
the applicability of the SEA method on
more or less periodic structures like a
ship has not been fully investigated.
The major conditions for the successful
application Of the SEA method are that
the coupled systems are resonant and
that the modal densities of each system
are sufficiently high. These conditions
are not always fulfilled for ship struc-
tures. The first resonance for flexural
waves in part of the main deck can be as
high as 200 Hz. The modal density for
Ionqitudina.1 “a”es is even lower than
for flexural waves.

Jensen /22/ has applied the SEA
method to calculate resulting velocity
levels in a scale-model of a narro”
section of a ship. Except in the low
frequency range predicted levels show
good agreement with measurements. How-
ever, no comparisons are made with full-
scale measurements. In /22/ only flexu-
ral waves are considered. ‘Thefair agree-
ment between measured and predicted
levels implies that the longitudinal
waves are of less significance than
suggested by Kihlman and Plunt, /17/ and .
/18/. In /22/ Jensen assumes that the
structure is built up of plate elements.
The dimensions of these elements are
determined by the dimensions of the
scale model. Any possible effects due to
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the frames are disregarded. The mathe-
matical model is not immediately appli-
cable to full-scale ship structures.

Sawley /23/ has used the SEA
method to study noise and vibration
problems in a small motor vessel.
Sawley attributes the good agreement
between measurements and calculations
to the fact that the distance between
source and receiver was sufficiently
small so as to minimize significant
errors. The main sources of error are
said to be the coupling loss factors
for the structures.

Chern jawski and Arcidiacono have
in /24/ discussed the SEA method for
the evaluation of the transmission of
structure-borne sound, i.e. flexural
waves in ship structures. No applications
to practical problems are mentioned.

Another example of the use of the
SEA method has been reported by Gibbs
and Gilford /25/. The sound transmission
in a 1/4 scale model of a concrete
structure is investigated. A comparison
between theoretical and experimental
results indicates that the energy of a
plate element is mainly determined by
flexural waves. For low frequencies,
measured values were generally lower
than predicted. The reason is said to
be the break-down of the SEA method in
this frequency range.

The finite element method (FEM)
has been used with great success on
problems concerning low frequency
vibrations of ships. This method can
not directly be extended to comply with
high frequency problems. Besides, even
in the very low frequency range the
cost of a FEM calculation is very high.

An analytical method to determine
the vibrations of grillages is discussed
by Heckl in /26/. The technique is
discussed further in /27/. The displace-
ment of each element in a grill age is
determined by the boundary conditions.
At each iunction the conditions concer-
ning continuity and equilibrium must be
fulfilled. The result is a system of
equations which readi lY can be solved
b~ the use of a computer at a minimal
cost. The application of this method to
the problem concerning the transmission
of structure-borne sound in a superstruc-
ture is discussed below.

PROPAGATION MODEL

A ship is a rather complicated

structure. It is therefore necessary to
make certain assumptions concerning the
propagation paths and wave fields in
order to obtain a simple and useful
model describing the transmission of
structure-borne sound. Further, it is
an advantage first to investigate the

transmission problem in a comparatively
simple but still representative part of
the ship. If the initial and approximate
model is verified through measurements
it can be enlarged to comprise the
entire construction.

This first part of the investigation
has therefore been limited to superstruc-
tures, typical of medium-sized tankers.
The model discussed below is confined to
problems concerning the propagation of
structure-borne sound in the vertical
direction from the main deck and up.

The basic physical model is shown
in Fig. 3..A section limited by the
frames and the deck dimensions are
indicated in the Figure. The propagation
paths such as bulkheads, pillars and
staircases inside the structure have
been disregarded. It is assumed that the
total power flow to the structure is
known. The kinetic energy of the decks
is to be determined as functions of this
intmt Dower. The result will thus also
yi=ld ~he velocity level differences
between the deck plates.

nim=LEc.l
EEsEtE’K

Fig. 3. Model of superstructure.

Four cases have been considered.
The power flow from one deck to another
is determined by either flexural or
longitudinal waves. For each wave type
it is assumed that the construction can
be approximated by either a wave guide
or a beam model. For the wave guide
model it is assumed that the waves
propagate in the plate elements limited
by tie frames and decks. The coupling
between the plates is caused by bending
moments at each junction. The translator
motion of the frames and junctions is
neglected. The junctions are allowed to
rotate parallel to the y-axis. See Fig. 3

.
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In the second case - the beam
model - the beam is considered to be
built up of the frames and part of the
plate elements as suggested in reference
/6/. The mathematical descriptions of
the Xour cases are analogous. The case
concerning flexural waves propagating
in a wave guide model is summarized
below.

r
Consider one plate with the dimen-

sions Lx and L in the x and y directions
respectively. ~ee Fig. 3. The displace-
ment of the plate is assumed to be zero
along the edges x = O, x = LX and y .
0, y = Ly. The plate is excited by
bending moments at the edges x = O and
x = Lx. The differential equation for
flexural waves on the plate element is

Y2(V2W) - K4W = o (7)

In this equation, W(xy) is the
displacement in the z-direction. The
wave number K is complex to account for
the losses and can be written as:

K = Ko(l+ i~/4) (8)

where KO is the real part of the wave
number and n is equal to the total loss
factor for the plate.

If the bending moments at the
edges x = O and x = Lx are assumed to
be constant along the boundaries, then
the lowest mode in the y-direction
primarily determines the displacement
of the plate. Let the shape of this
lowest or first mode be described by
the function q (v) and let the corres -
pending eigenvalue be kl. If the edges
of tbe plate along the frames are
assumed to be clamped a complete solution
of the displacement of the plate can
not readil~ be derived. An approximate
solution can be obtained by representing
tbe mode shape by a simple sine function
with an eigenvalue within .4% of the
correct value. For simply supported
edges however, the motion of the plate,
and thus also the function g (y), are
well defined.

The kinetic energy of the plate is
mainly determined by the motion of the
centre part of the plate. Calculations
indicate that the choice of boundary
conditions is of little or no signifi-
cance for the final results for fre-
quencies above 200 HZ. In the low
frequency range the best agreement
between expertietal and calculated
results is obtained for the clamped
condition. Thus;

g(y) = sin(~ - ~)
Y

5L
foryz~andys$ (9)

_ 3X
kl–~

Considering the discussion above,
the displacement W of the plate can be
written as:

W(xy) = w(x) g(y) (lo)

Eq. (10) inserted in (7) yields the
differential equation for the function
w:

a4w _ Zk 2 a2w
~ 1

~+k14w-~4w=0 (11)
ax

The general solution to eq. (11) is
for K > k~ given by:

W = A1SinK2x + A2COSK2X + A3sinh KIX +

+ A4cosh KIx (12)

where:

= 1.2- ~121*
.1

‘2
(13)

‘1
= lK2+k121i

The displacement is zero at the end
parts. The amplitudes Al - A4 in the
expression (12) can consequent y be
determined if either the bending moments
or angular displacements at the edges
are known. In the latter case the boundary
conditions become:

aw
W=o;x=y(o) forx=o

(14)

~.o;~= Y (Lx) for x = Lx

Based on the equations (12) and
(14) the displacement and consequently
also the bending moments can be expressed
as functions of the angular displacements
at the edges. The resulting bending
moments at the ends of the plate element
can be written as;

M(O,Y) = DK2 [Y(0)F1 -

- Y(LX) Fll g(y)

(15)
M(LX, Y) = DK2 [Y(0)F2 -

- Y(LX) Fll g(y)
.
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Fig. 4. Resulting bending moments and
angular displacements at a T-
junction.

For frequencies well above the cut-
off frequency for the first propagating
mode the functions FI and F2 become:

F1 = 1 - tanu2
(16)

F2 = l/C0Sa2

where:

a2 = ‘2 ‘x (17)

The resulting bending moments at a
T-junction are show- in Fig. 4. Mv,n-1 (0)
denotes the bending moment at the lower
end of the vertical plate element n-l.
Mvn (LzrI)is the corresponding moment at
the top end of the vertical plate n.
Mhn (O) describes the moment at the end x =
= O of the horizontal plate element n.

The condition for equilibrium at a
T-junction is:

“,n-l(o) + %Jn(o) = f%,n(Lzn)M (18)

Considering now the equilibrium of
the bending moments at all the junctions
in the structure, a system of equations
relating all the angular displacements
can be derived. The angular displacements
can be solved as functions of a real or
fic.titious power input to the structure.

The space average of the VelOCity
squared of the horizontal plate element
discussed above can in the high frequency
range be written as;

IJ2K2[IY (0)12 + IY(LX) 12]
<“2> = (19)

6Lxn K4

The velocity level difference be-
tween two plate elements ca” thereafter

be calculated.

For the case of simple box like
superstructures complete expressions are
derived in reference /7/. A more general
formation is presented in ref. /28[.

FULL SCALE MEASUREMENTS , PROPAGATION

Velocity level and reverberation
time measurements were made on two laid-
UP medium-sized (130.000 tdw) ‘tankers.
The configuatlons of the superstructure
are indicated in Figure 3. The velocity
level measurements were made with the
auxiliary engines as noise sources in
otherwise quiet ships. The reverberation
time measurements were made with the use
of a vibrator. During the measurements
the accelerometers were on all decks
mounted at the same positions relative
to the sides of the deck house and the
frames. All measurement positions were
in the same vertical plane, aft of the
bridge wings .

The velocity level differences
between the decks in the superstructures
on the two ships, A and B, were first
calculated according to the longitudinal
wave models discussed abcive. Based on
these models the resulting velocity
level differences were far too small as
compared to the measured results. The
differences could be of the order 20 dB.
The results indicate that a pure 10ngi-
tudinal wave model over-estimates the
power flow from the main deck up and
into the structure.

The results obtained from the
flexural wave model, assuming a wave
guide propagation pattern, show far
better agreement with measurements.

Fig. 5. Calculated (-) and measured
(---) velocity squared <v32>
for deck 3 on ship B. The band-
:+t~~or the curves are not

.
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The influence of the periodic
character of the structure on the trans-
mission process is indicated in Figure
5. In this Figure the predicted velocity,
or rather the quantity <v32 >, for the
third deck on ship B is shown as function
of frequency within the 1 kHz 1/3 octave
band.

A narrow band analysis of the measured

r quantity <v32> witbin the 1 kHz 1/3
octabe band is shown in the same Figure.
As before the velocity refers to the
third deck on ship B. The form of the
peaks in Figure 5 depends on the band-
width of the analysis and also on the
frequency spectrum of the input power.
The theoretical curve and the measured
curve can therefore not be compared
directly. It is, however, quite clear,
that the velocity has two distinct
maxima at approximately 930 and 1030 Hz
within the frequency band. Two secondary
maxima can also be observed. For a free
steel plate of the same dimensions as
the horizontal plate 3 in ship B, the
number of resonances within the 1 kHz
1/3 octave band is of the order 200. The
actual response of a plate element in a
supersturcture is thus not directly

,s
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comparable to the response of a free
plake or to the response of any other
separate part of the total S&ructure.

Calculated (flexural wave mOdel )
and measured velocity level differences
between the five lowest decks in the
superstructure are compared in Figure 6.
Measured and predicted values are all
based on 1/3 octave band analyses. The
quantity Akn referred to in the Figures
is equal to the velocity level difference
between the decks 10 and n. The main or
the lowest deck is for both ships referred
to as deck number 6. The level diffe-
rences shown in the Figures are calculated
for the case that the plate elements are
clamped along the frames.

For ship A the level differences
between the main and the upper decks
increase with increasing frequencies up
to about 200 Hz. In this frequency range
the first resonance for the substruc-
tures on the main deck starts to be
fully developed. The velocity of the
main deck is consequently high in this
region. This results in a large velocity
level difference between the main and
the upper decks. Even for higher fre-

,,1 -~

t/
$0

,~

,“,.”,W”,“,,

,, ,, ,.,, ~~~

d

2, ““l

Fig. 6. Velocity level differences between the decks 6 and 2 (a), 6 and 3 (b),
6 and 4 (c), 6 and 5 (d) Compare Fig. 3.

— predicted - ship A; --- predicted - ship B

000 measured - ship A; xxx measured - ship B
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quencies predictions, based on the
flexural wave model, as well as measure-
ments show that the level differences
vary considerably with frequency. This
tYPe Of frequencY dependence has previ-
ous ly been attributed to the effects of
the longitudinal waves.

The exterior of the superstructures
on the two ships are fairly similar.
However, the differences between the

T plate dimensions and deck constructions
result in quite different velocity
levels. The velocity level difference
between the first two decks is up to 7
dB laraer on shiD A than on shio B. The
quanti~y AL62 is”in the 1 kHz third
octave band 30 and 20 dB for the ships A
and B respectively. The corresponding
level difference on a typical passenger
ship would according to /9/ be of the
order 8 dB. The examples above indicate
that no simple and general rule can be
formulated concerning the attenuation of
structure-borne sound in a steel struc-
ture. The dimensions of the sub-struc-
tures must always be considered.

A corresponding investigation
concerning the.attenuation Of struCtUre-
borne sound due to frames etc. is
presented in ref. /8/. The parameter F
discussed above - eq. (1) - is a function
of the attenuation in the horizontal and
vertical directions.

ATTENUATION OF STRUCTURE-BORNE SOUND

In generai nothing is made to
increase the attenuation of structure-
borne sound in the propagation path
between source and receiver. There are
however, notable exceptions. Noise
levels in superstructures can be effec-
tively reduced if the entire structure
is resiliently mounted on the main
deck. Griinzweig und Hartmann has at the
end of 1977 designed more than 150 of
these superstructures. The first reso-
nance frequency for the vertical motion
of the simple mass-spring system is
typically of the order 4 - 8 Hz. Mea-
surements made by Griinzweig und Hartmann
on two sister ships (1599 brt) , one
with a conventional and the other with
an elastically mounted superstructure,
indicate that the noise levels in the
accommodation spaces on the 1st poop
deck can be decreased by 10 dB (A) or
more by the resilient mounting. On the
deck below the noise reduction is
somewhat less.

Full- and model scale experiments
with damping layers are discussed in
the references /29/ - /31/. In these
investigations part of the steel struc-
ture between source and receiver were
treated with damping layers. The noise
reduction in cabins above and away from
the treated areas were reported to be
insignificant.

Constrained damping layers on steel
structures directly facing a cabin can
however decrease the noise level in a
cabin by 4 - 5 dS (A) as discussed in
ref. /32/.

I 0.95
-1

Fig. 7. Scale model for measurements
of the attenuation of struc-
ture-borne sound. The thickness
of the plates 1 - 3 is 1 mm and
of the plates 4 - 11 0.6 mm.
Other dimensions in m.

Various methods to increase the
attenuation of structure-borne sound
have been investigated b~ means of model
scale measurements. The basic model %s
shown in Fig. 7. The width of the model
is equal to the distance between two
frames. The reason being, as discussed
above, that a ship structure can be
considered as a wave guide model i.e.
the main power flow in the vertical
direction is contained by the frames.

The following configurations have
been investigated (compare Fig. 7):

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Bare steel model
Damping layers on the plates 4 and 6
Damping layers on the plates 5 and 7
Damping layers on the centre third
part of the plates 5 and 7
Damping layers on plate 3 and on
the plates between the elements 2
and 4.
The plate elements 3 and 4 connected
only via the frames (see Fig. 8).
The superstructure (plates 4 - 11)

.

elastically mounted on the main
deck (plate 3), (see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8. Scale model 6.
ture connected
via the frames.

The superstruc-
ko the main deck

,.,,,,.,” (,.,,

Fig. 10. Measured velocity level dif-
ferences ALs.5 between the
plates 3 and 5.

0-3-o Model 1
----- Model 2
x-x-x Model 3
..... Model 4

Fig. 9. Scale model 7. The superstruc-
ture is elastically mounted o“
the main deck.

[ J
,s 3,, ,, ,2, ,,, ,,,

,RE.. E.CY (k.,)

Fig. 11. Comparison between the mea-
sured velocity levels of
plate element 5 for the models
3 and 5.

.
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Fig. 12. Velocity level differences
between the plates 3 and 5
for model 2.

---- predicted 0000 measured

The loss factors for the untreated
steel elements were of the order O .0008.
The visco-elastic layer increased the
loss factor to O.05. The measured
velocity level differences AL3.5
between the plate elements 3 and 5 (see
Fig. 7) are shown in Figure 10 for the
models 1 - 4. 1? Figure 11 the velocity
levels of plate 5 for the models 3 and
5 are compared. The input power to tbe
structure was the same in both cases.
The velocity levels of the top plate 11
were more or less the same for all
models where damping layers were applied.
This indicates that the further away
the measurement point is from the
damped area the smaller is the effect
of the damping layer. This is in agree-
ment with the full-scale experiments
reported in /29/ and /31/. The highest
damping of plate 5 is obtained on model
3 i.e. when the damping layer is applied
directly to the plate.

Damping layers on the vertical
plate sections increase the attenuation
of flexural waves more than of longi-
tudinal waves. Despite this, predictions
based on the flexural wave model
discussed above compare fairly well
with measurements in the frequency
range where the model is applicable.
This is shown in Figure 12 for model 2.

Fig. 13. Measured velocity level dif-
ferences between the plate
elements 3 and 5.

— Model 1 - - - Model 6
----- Model 7

The loss factor of the treated
plates for the models 2 - 5 were increased
by the damping layer by the order of 60
times. For a full-scale untreated ship
structure the loss factor is fairly high
(O.002 - 0.05) . The natural losses can
not be expected to be increased by more
than 5 - 10 times this value, even if
constrained visco-elastic layers are
applied. This implies that the effect of
damping layers on full-scale structures
is considerably less than in the scale
model.

The resonance frequency for the
elastically mounted structure - model
7 - is 140 Hz which corresponds to
approximately 7 Hz in full scale. The
results for the models 1, 6 and 7 are
shown in Figure 13. The measured velO-
city level differences for model 7 are
comparable to tbe results from the full-
scale measurements discussed above. The
noise reduction due to the changed
boundary conditions, model 6, is of the
order 5 dB. Alternatively the boundary
conditions between a deck and the vertical
plate sections could be changed.

The model scale measurements dis-
cussed above are described in detail in
reference /28/.
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NOISE RAOIATION 2) low radiation ratio for the top

floor ,
The resulting sound pressure level 3) hiqh noise reduction index.

in a room is a function o> the acoustical
power radiated into the room and also of
the total absorption in the room. The
power radiated by a structure excited
by structure-borne sound is a function
of the dimensions of the structure,
radiation ratio s, the coupling factor

? ALV between the steel deck and the
structure and the velocity level of the
deck as discussed above. Data concern-
ing the very important parameters s and
ALV can in general not be supplied by
the manufacturers of accommodation
systems although these parameters
determine the acoustic quality of a
structure. All acoustical properties of
accommodation systems should prefer.ably
be measured in situ on board or in a
laboratory in a special mock-up or test
rig. Fig. 14 shows a test rig which is
used for these purposes. The rig is
quite simply a section of a ship struc-
ture extending from the outer bulkhead
to the casing. The dimensions of the
deck are 7 x 4.6 sq.m. The structure is
excited by a vibrator and the resulting
noise levels in tbe cabins mounted in
the rig are measured and determined as
functions of the velocity level of the
steel deck. Transmission losses for
airborne sound can also be measured. A
test rig is an ideal set-up for direct
measurements of the noise reduction due
to a certain modification of an acconmlo-
dation system. A rig can be used to
acoustically optimize a system. Even

seemingly small variations of the
mounting of bulkheads etc. can reduce
the noise level in a cabin.

Noise levels can be effectively
decreased by mounting a structure
resiliently. The most commonly used
application Of this principle is float-
ing deck constructions.

On ships floating decks are used
to:

i) reduce the acoustic power radiated
by the deck,

ii) reduce the structure-borne sound
transmitted to bulkheads mounted
on top of the floor,

iii) increase the sound transmission
loss of the deck.

The following requirements to an
effective floating floor must be ful-
filled:

1) large velocity level difference
between top and bottom construc-
tions,

I ‘600

SIDE VIEW

—

w
fRONT VIEW

Fig. 14. The DnV test rig for measure-
ments of the acoustical para-
meters of accommodation systems.

Tbe material and geometrical para-
meters determining the radiation ratio
and reduction index are discussed exten-
sively in the literature. The prediction
of the velocity level difference between
top and bottom constructions is discussed
below and also compared to measurements.

Fig’. 15.
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The basic model is shown in Fig.
15. The bottom plate is assumed to be
simply-supported. The plate is excited
by a bending moment perpendicular to the
supporting parallel beams. The edges of
the top plate are free. As a first
approximation the dominant notion of
the plate is assumed to be in a plane
parallel to the beams and perpendicular
to the plate. The starting point is
thu~ a simple beam model.

The governing wave eguations for
the system are:

a4y1—- ~14y1.-L (Yl - Y~)
ax4 ‘1

(20)
a4y2 4—- ~ (Y2 - Yl)
ax4

k2Y2=-D2

The functions YI and YZ describe
the lateral displacement of the bottom
and top plates respective y. The para-
meters kl and k2, and DI and D2 are
the corresponding wave numbers and
bending stiffnesses. The spring constant
for the mineral wool layer is denoted
by t. The parameters kl, E and D are
all complex to account for the losses.

The boundary conditions for the
one-dimensional case are:

Yl(o) = Yl (l) = o

y; (o) = y; (1) = a

(21)

y; (0) = M

Y; (0) = y; (o) = y; (1) = 0

The function M is consequently
proportional to a bending moment at the
edge x = O.

The equations (20) and (21) yield
a solution for the one-dimensional
case.

Approximate results for the two-
dimensional case can be obtained by
using a variational technique or the
method of superposition.

The velocity level difference ALv
between the plates is found to be a
function of the plate dimensions 11
and 12, the spring constant & and the
loss factor 6 for the mineral wool
layer, the coincidence frequencies fc1
and fc2 for the bottom and top plates
respectively and of the mass per unit
area U2 for the top plate. The results
also depend on whether the resonant or

forced motion of
i.e. whether the
heavily damped.

A.

i)

ii)

Lightly damped

fc1 > fc2

ALV = 25 log f

the top plate dominates
top plate is lightly or

top plate

+

[

6(2m)3p2(fc12 - fc22) 11 12
10 log

cc fcls fc2~ (I1 + 12)

f = fc2
cl

AL” = 30 log f +

[

2

10 log
8C2 U22(2T)

52 fcz 11 121
iii) fcl < fc2

AL,,= 25 log f +

{

6(21T)3!12(fc12- fc22)2 11 12
10 10

cc fcl
3/2 f~22(11 + 12) 1

B. Heavily damped top plate;

f
cl + fc2

AL” = 40 log f +

Measurements were made on four
floating floor constructions. The con-
strictions were J

A)

B)

c)

D)

2.9
are

N-13

Steel deck plus a layer of 60 mm
Rockwool (density 100 kg/qu.m. ) and
a 22 mm chipboard panel.

Steel deck plus 50 mm Rockwool (200
kg/qu .m.) and a 22 nunchipboard
panel.

Steel deck plus 90 mm Rockwool
(100 kg/qu.m. ) and a 6 nunsteel
plate.

Steel deck plus 30 mm Rockwool (100
k9/qu.m.) and a 6 mm steel plate.

,
The plate dimensions 11 and 12 were

and 3.4 m respectively. The results

shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
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Fig. 16. Velocity level differences
between the bottom and top
plates. For type A floor solid
line is calculated result and
x line is the measured result.
The dashed line and 0 line are
the corresponding results for
the B construction.

For heavi 1 y damped top plates AL”
increases by 40 dB/ decade. This is in
accordance with the impact sound insu-
lation obtained for locally reacting
floating floors. For lightly damped top
plates ALV can vary between 25 and 30
dB/decade depending on the coupling
between the wave fields in the plates.
A high level difference is obtained if
the top floor is heavy and the elastic
inter layer is soft i. e. a thick layer
of low density mineral wool. Radiation
ratios and sound reduction indices were
also measured for the four constructions.
Measured “alue.?,were in accordance with
existing theories.

Floating floors are further dis-
cussed in ref. /33/. Measurements on
some alternative constructions are pre-
sented in ref. /34/.

The effectiveness of a floating
accommodation system is indicated in
Fig. 18 (from ref. /35/) . Bulkheads and
ceiling were first firmly mounted to
the deck and steel structure and the
resulting noise level in the cabin was
measured. The accommodation system was

N-
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Fig. 17. Velocity level differences
between the bottom and top
plates. For type C floor solid
line is calculated result and
x line is the measured result.
The dashed line an O line are
the corresponding results for
the D construction.

thereafter mounted on top of a floating
floor. Elastic hangers were used for the
ceiling. The noise level in the cabin
was again measured - for the same running
condition as before. The noise reduction
due to the alterations is sho”n in Fig.
18. The total level was decreased by 20
dB(A) . For the case discussed above
there was no porthole. Openings for
windows can reduce the effectiveness of
a floating accommodation system consider-
ably.

PREDICTION

The noise prediction programs
existing today should be considered as
design guides rather than methods to
calculate the actual noise level in an
accommodation space. The accuracy of a
noise prediction could never be expected
to be better than that of noise measure-
ments. Measurements made on four sister
ships indicate that the resulting dB (A)
levels in comparable spaces are within 5
dB (A).

The data or type of information
necessary for making a noise prediction
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are:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

vii)

FLOATING ,,00,

18.

1 I
,,m >25250%0,,,,,,,,

FREO”ENC” (H,,

Measured noise levels in a
cabin above ‘the propeller. The
solid line is the level when
bulkheads and ceiling are
mounted firmly to the steel
decks. The clashed line is the
result for tbe floating accom-
modation system shown above.

type of engines
type of propeller
description of other sources
steel drawings
general arrangement
tYPe of accommodation system and
mounting
description of anv sound reducin9
measur&

It is assumed that the necessary
acoustical parameters for engines,
propellers and accommodation systems can

be obtained from a data bank or else be
estimated. However, predictions based on
measurements are always preferred.

The type of information which can
be obtained from this type of input data
is shown in Fig. 19. (NOISe Prediction

Program NV590) . The result indicates tbe
most dominating source and also the
structure in the cabin which radiates
the most acoustical power. Based on this
tYPe Of information proper sound reducing
measures can be installed.

CONCLUS1ONS

Methods to predict and prevent
noise on ships have been improved con-
siderably during the last decade. How-
ever, a number of problems still remain
unsolved. Some of the most important
topics to be investigated are;

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

coupling between the main sources
and the steel structure,
prediction models for the descriD-
~ion of the power induced by engines
and propeller,
description of the propagation of
structure-borne sound in the double
bottom,

the total attenuation in a ship
structure as function of the losses

in the vertical and horizontal

directions.

Most of these problems are now
being investigated within a research
program started in Scandinavia auring
1977,

Further, more acoustical data on
typical sources should be collected and
stored in data banks. Complete noise
predictions should be compared to full
scale measurements.

Despite certain shortcomings the
noise prediction methods existing today
must be considered as indispensable
design tools.
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